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Karyotypes of Apodemus peninsulae Thomas, 1906 includes supernumerary (B) 

chromosomes in addition to chromosomes of the basic set. Number, size and morphology 

of B chromosomes are different in specimens and populations. We formerly described 

small and medium metacentric B chromosomes (Bs) as most prevalent morphotypes in 

territories of the Middle (n = 34), Lower (n = 67) Priamurie and Prymorskii Krai (n = 

319). And large meta-, submeta-, subtelocentric; medium and small submeta-, 

subtelocentric and mini B chromosomes were classified as rare morphotypes (Roslik et 

al., 2016; Roslik, Kartavtseva, 2017). Descriptions of B chromosome morphotypes were 

previously performed only for single specimens (n = 5) of A. peninsulae in a large 

extended territory of the Upper Priamurie (Kartavtseva et al., 2000; Kartavtseva et al., 

2015). 

The aim of our work was to study the karyotypes of mice from the Upper 

Priamurie and to obtain a complete picture of the B chromosomes morphotypical 

diversity this species in the Far East of Russia. 

Karyotypes of 45 specimens from 11 new populations of the Upper Priamurie 

(Amur Region: Bol'shaya Omutnaya River, Urusha vil., 3 localities from Zeya city, Argi 

River, Magdagachi vil., Zheltoyarovo vil., Malinovka vil.) and adjacent territories 

(Transbaikalia: Amazar vil.; Khabarovsk Region: imeni Polini Osipenko vil.) have been 

studied. Animals were captured during 2012-2016. Besides we analyzed karyotypes of 

five early studied mice from two populations of Amur Region: Belogorie vil. and 

Bomnak Reserve (Kartavtseva et al., 2000; Kartavtseva et al., 2015). B chromosomes 

were revealed in all specimens. We described 157 Bs in total.  

Small metacentric Bs were prevailent (41%) in animals of the Upper Priamurie as 

well as in the Middle, Lower Priamurie and Prymorskii Krai. Further to, there are 

findings a B chromosome morphotypes changes in the karyotypes of A. peninsulae from 

this region, compared with the ones of animals from previously studied populations of the 

Russian Far East. So, almost a quarter of the findings of B chromosomes were micro Bs 

(24%), which are typical for karyotypes this species from the Siberia. These micro B 

chromosomes appear in the karyotypes of A. peninsulae populations, together with the 

middle metacentrics (18%) and mini (10%) B chromosomes. Large meta- (3%), middle 

submeta- (1%) and small submetacentric (3%) Bs are allocated as very rare. The diversity 

of B chromosome morphotypes in studied animals are slightly higher than those in the 

Middle and Lower Priamurie, but lower than in Primorskii Krai. 

Thus, our study allowed us to describe the B chromosome morphotypes in 

A.peninsulae of the Upper Priamurie and to draw a more complete picture of the B 

chromosome morphotypical diversity both in this region and in the Far East as a whole. A 

comparative analysis of the A. peninsulae karyotypes in this region suggests that they 

have B chromosome morphotypes, which are characteristic both of far eastern and 

siberian populations of the species. Our data are conformed to the hypothesis of repeated 

settlement of various regions by mice from different refugiums. 


